






Ask students if they know what a coral is? (plant, animal, rock, etc.)

Many students do not truly know how to classify  corals. Corals look like plants but 
they are actually invertebrate animals. Invertebrates are animals without a 
backbone.  Some corals are soft while others are hard. They come in a variety of 
shapes and colors. Corals  are part of the same family as jellyfish. Corals are made of 
hundreds and sometimes even thousands of interconnected coral polyps that lock 
together to form the structures that create the shapes we recognize as corals on the 
reefs. (show examples of corals in the trunk as well as picture/video resources in 
powerpoint). Point out the shapes and textures of each different coral.



Ask the students where corals can be found.

Corals can be found in oceans all around the world. Tropical coral reefs, like Florida’s 
Coral Reef, are found 30 degrees north and south of the equator. Corals need just the 
right temperature, salinity, and sunlight to thrive and grow.  They could be found in 
many places ranging from shallow warm water where there are rocky bottoms, to 
shipwrecks deeper in the sea. For a coral reef to form, corals need a hard surface to 
settle on and grow. Coral reefs are home to thousands of plants and animals. 



Florida’s Coral Reef stretches for 350 miles, from the St. Lucie Inlet in Martin 
County and even past Key West to the Dry Tortugas!



Ask students if they have ever seen a coral before or can describe what they 
look like.

Corals come in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors. Corals can be hard or soft. The 
soft corals move back and forth in the water, while the hard corals are rigid and stay 
in place. Corals range in colors from green, blue, purple, pink, gold, and many colors 
in between. Some corals have branch-like shapes, similar to trees, while others can 
grow in mounds on the ocean floor. They can be tube shaped, cylinder shaped, and 
sphere shaped. 



If a coral is an animal how does it eat?
The main way that coral polyps get energy is through tiny plant cells called 
zooxanthellae. The zooxanthellae feed on sunlight, also known as photosynthesis 
and give some of their energy to the coral polyp in return for protection. Coral polyps 
also eat plankton. They have stinging tentacles that help them catch the plankton so 
they can eat it. As corals grow, they build their skeleton underneath them while the 
living polyps continue to be on the surface.  Corals work together with different kinds 
of algae to help build their skeletons. 



Ask students if they know what lives on a coral reef.

Thousands of plants and animals can live on a coral reef. They are known as 
rainforests of the sea because they are home to many creatures such as (clockwise 
from turtle) Sea turtles, lobster, sharks, rays, and fish ranging from tiny gobies to 
Goliath Groupers [here are barracuda and parrotfish] (see accompanying pictures in 
powerpoint, or use books located in the trunk for many more examples of the animals 
that live on a coral reef).

Ask students if people can live on a coral reef.

People can’t breathe underwater like fish but they can visit coral reefs by snorkeling 
or SCUBA diving. It’s a beautiful site to observe!



Ask students if a coral reef is a habitat or an ecosystem.

An ecosystem is the combination of living and nonliving things. An ecosystem 
includes several habitats. 

A habitat is a place where all of the things an organism needs to survive are located 
(food, shelter, water, air, etc.)

A coral reef is an ecosystem that provides habitats for many creatures in the ocean. 







Step1: Ask: Identify the problem or need: (Suggested time: 5 min.)
Explain to students that our special friends (use picture cards with 

animals that live on the reef) need a place to live. Design and build a coral reef for 
them. Students will review the picture cards to see what animals will be living on the 
reef.

What is the problem we want to solve? 
We want to create a coral reef that provides a home for the species on the picture 
cards. 

What should this accomplish for the animals that want to live on the reef?
Provide food and shelter for the marine species that are located on the reef.



Step 2: Imagine: Brainstorm what the corals will look like and what’s needed on 
the reef. (Suggested Time: up to 10 min.)

Keep this as a verbal discussion with the team. Each team member 
can have two minutes to explain what they think they should create with the recycled 
materials. The team will need to come to an agreement on what to include on the 
reef.



Step 3: Plan: Draw a plan of what your reef will look like. (Suggested Time 10 
min.)

Team members work together to draw their design. This portion should 
be a simplified diagram of their design plan.  Using the provided materials students 
should come up with a design. Encourage creativity! They may use the materials 
however they decide to engineer their corals. Things for the students to consider: 
(what materials do we have, what types of corals do we want include, how can we 
shape them and hold them together.) 

*These steps can be broken up over a couple class periods. However you see 
fit to work into your schedule for the day.



Step 4: Create: Build your reef (Suggested time: 30 min.)
Team members work together to build their designs. Give time 

reminders regularly. Circulate around the room and check in with each team, aid them 
in problem solving as needed.



Step 5: Improve: Talk with your team. (Suggested Time: 20 min.)
Share designs with the class. Have the team reflect on how their reef 

came out and if there’s anything they would improve on it. Record reflection on 
Design Sheet.


